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1. Introduction. If each of a and b is a complex number sequence,

then F(a, b) denotes the sequence of approximants of the continued

fraction
1       a\      a2

h + h + b3 + ■ • • '

i.e., Fo = 0, F1 = l/bi, F2 = b2/(b2b1+a1), ■ • • , FP = AP/BP,

where ^4o = 0, Ai = l, Bo=l, Bi = bi, Ap+i = bp+iAp+apAP-1, and

Bp+i = bp+iBp-\-apBp-i2 The notation/(a) and/o,/i,/2, • • • will be

used for the sequence of approximants only if bp = \. A necessary

condition for convergence of f(a) is that either an = 0 for some positive

integer n or ap^0, and the series 23|Cj,| diverges, where Ci=l and

cp+i = l/(cpap) (von Koch [4, pp. 27-29]).3 We will say that a se-

quence a has property V, denoted ua<E.V," only if this necessary

condition is satisfied by the sequence a.

Scott and Wall [3] investigated continued fractions/(a) such that

for some non-negative term number sequence r,

r11 1 + a-i |   >  | ai | ,       r21 1 + ai + a21   >  \ <h\ , and

fp+21 1 + ap+i + Op+21   =g rp+2rp \ ßp+i |   +  | aP+2 \ .

With certain restrictions on the rp (e.g., rp=l), they showed that

these inequalities imply that/(a) converges only if a(EV. Lane and

Wall [2] observed that the inequalities (1.1) (with no restriction on

the rp other than rp^0) imply the absolute convergence of the even

and odd parts of f(a) (i.e., the convergence of the series |/0|

+ ]C|/2j>—/2Ï-2I and |/i| +J21/2JH-1 —/2p—11 ) and then proved the
following theorem.

Theorem LW. Any continued fraction f (a) whose even and odd parts

[4, pp. 20-21] are absolutely convergent converges only if a£F. Thus,
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the condition that aCV, which is necessary for convergence of any con-

tinued fraction fia), is necessary and sufficient for convergence of

those continued fractions fia) whose even and odd parts converge ab-

solutely.

Theorem A of this paper states a necessary and sufficient condition

(involving a certain set of inequalities) for absolute convergence of

the even and odd parts of the continued fraction Fia, b) ; these in-

equalities are, therefore, a generalization of the inequalities (1.1).

In §3 of this paper, the convergence of some particular continued

fractions is proved by use of Theorem A.

"The Parabola Theorem" of Scott and Wall [3] may be regarded

as a generalization of the theorem of Worpitzky [4, p. 42] to the

effect that/(a) converges if \ap\ :£ 1/4. Pringsheim [4, §11 j showed

that fia) converges if there exists a number sequence g such that

0<gp<l and \op\ á(l— gp)gp+v If 0<r<l, 0<gp<l, and \ap\
— Re ap^2r(l— gP)gP+x, then fia) converges only if aCV [4, pp.

142-143]. Wall [4, p. 143] offered the conjecture that this might also

be true even if r=l. Lane [l, p. 911] showed that if r = 1 and, in addi-

tion to the above inequalities, there exists a positive number M such

that | Op | < M(l— gP)gp+x, then fia) converges absolutely.

In §4 of this paper, the aforementioned conjecture of Wall is settled

in the negative and some additional conditions on the sequence g are

found which are necessary in order for the statement to be true.

2. A necessary and sufficient condition for absolute convergence

of the even and odd parts of the continued fraction Fia, b). The

"¿-inequalities" for the continued fraction Fia, b) are:

\B2\   -kx\axB0\   £Mo\bt\,   \Bt\   - k2\ a2Bx\   ^ M x \ h | ,

(2.1) and

I &p+i | ( | Bp+31   - kp+21 ap+zBp+x I )

I ¿p+sflp+i|    , i , i
á- ( |   -Dp+l |     —   kp \  ttpHp-X \ ),

kp

where k is a positive term number sequence and each of Mo and Mx

is a positive number.

Note 2.1. If no term of the sequence b is 0 and (2.1) holds, even

with the first two inequalities weakened to | B2\ — kx\ axBo\ ^0,

\B31 — i2|o2ßi| ^0, then it can be shown by mathematical induction

that Bp-x^Q. Thus, under these conditions, if some term of the

sequence a is 0, then Fia, b) converges absolutely.
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Theorem A. Suppose that no term of the sequence a is 0, j is one of

the numbers 0 or \, and b2p-j^0. The following two statements are

equivalent :

(1) there exists a positive number M¡ and a positive term number

sequence \k2p-x+3} p°lx such that

\ Bi+j\   — kx+j | ax+,Bj |-è Mj

I ¿2+;I
and

| B2p+i+j [   - k2p+x+j | a2P+x+jB2p+j |        | a2p+j |

?2p+2+y I »2p-i+y

I Bip+i I    — K2p-l+j I #2p-l+y.B2p-2+y I

I  ¿2p+j I
and

(2) the series \ F,\ + 2P=o | ^W+y -/Vw | converges.

Proof. Suppose that statement (1) is true. Then, by mathematical

induction, |jB2p_2+y| >0. Now, if a0 denotes 1, then

^2+y — T'y
fly¿ 2+y I

BjB2+j |

ki+y | ax+jBj |\ai\      /
ú   i      ,        M

I By I My \ B2+y l

and

| i,2p+2+y — F2p+i |   =

ilia2 •  •  ■   a2p+y¿2p+2+y I

I B2p+jB2p+2+j |

öi+y^i+y03+y^3+y ■ ■ ■ 02p-i+y£2p-i+y |

=    | ai |
My | B2p+1B2p+2+j I

I fl2+yii4+y • • • ö2p+y|   . .

'~L-1-1-  I 62p+2+y| .
kx+jkz+j • • • k2p-x+j

From the inequalities of statement (1),

I a2+yö4+y • • ■ a2p+j |    i i

' ~u      I I * "2p+2+>\
Kl+jKZ+j  -   '   -  «2p-l+y

^   I ^2p+2+y I   — k2p+x+j I a2p+i+y52p+y |

Consequently,
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F2p+2+y — Fíp+j I    ̂
Mi

ai+iki+jas+jkí+j ■ • • a2p_M-y/s2p— i+y |

I B2p+j I

| #i+y&i+ya3+y&3+y -  ' ' 0-2p+l+jk2p+i+j |

| ^2p+2+j |

from which

oo I    _    I

(2.2) ¿I \ Fzp+z+i — F2p+j \  ^
p=o' \BAMj

Suppose that statement (2) is true. Then 52p_2+y?i0 and

■ i I &2?+2+ygygi+y • • • g2p+jI
I 12p+2+j — b 2p+j |   — r—      - | > U.

| B2p+jB2p+2+J-\

Let Sp denote 2~ln-p \ F2n+j — F2n-2+j\ and let k2p-i+i denote the num-

ber

Sp+i j B2p+i|

Sp    I a2p-i+jB2p-2+j \

Now, k2p-i+j>0,

k2p-i+j | a2p-i+jB2p-2+j |  — —— | B2p+j I ,

and

I B2p+j |   — k2p-i+j | a2p_i+y52j,_2+y |   —   | B2p+j 11 1 — 1

In particular,

I i   I F2p+j — F2p-2+j |"     I  ßtP+i I    -ç-

B**4    i„ t, I        I ai^2+y
I -B2+y I   — ¿í+y | ai+jBj \ = —-—- | F2+j — Fj \   —

Si Si | Bj

and thus if M¡= \a¡\/S\\B¡\, then

■^2+y I   — ki+j j ai+jBj j
= Mi > 0.

Also,
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I B2p+2+j I   — k2p+i+j I a2p+i+jB2p+i I

I bip+2+i I

I a2p+i I    I B2p+J- [   — k2p-i+j I a2p-i+jB2p-2+j I

k2p-i+i I b2p+i\

thus, statement (1) is true with equality holding throughout. This

completes the proof of Theorem A.

3. Some convergence theorems proved by use of Theorem A.

Example 3.1. If 0<gp<l and \ap\ ^=(l—gP)gP+i, then the even

and odd parts of the continued fraction/(a) converge absolutely and

f(a) converges.

Proof. The "¿-inequalities" (2.1) hold if Af0 = gi, Mi = gi\ai\/\ -g,,

and kP = (1 — gp+i)/gP+i; thus, by Theorem A, the even and odd parts

of f(a) converge absolutely. Since aGV, then by Theorem LW, f(a)

converges. Moreover, from inequality (2.2), |limnH.„/„| ^ l/gi-

The following is a generalization of "The Parabola Theorem" of

Scott and Wall [3] (and reduces to "The Parabola Theorem" if

,=1/2).
Example 3.2. If 0<i<l, ¡<z2p_i| — Rea2p-i^i, and |a2p| — Re a2p

i£l—/, then the even and odd parts of f(a) converge absolutely and

f(a) converges only if a(E V.

Proof. The "¿-inequalities" (2.1) hold if M0 = 1 -t, Mi= \ ai\, and

kp = l; thus, by Theorem A, the even and odd parts of f(a) converge

absolutely and hence Theorem LW applies. If f(a) converges to L,

then from inequality (2.2), \L\ =S 1/(1 —i) and \l\ ^2.

4. Concerning the impossibility of a certain extension of "The

Parabola Theorem." The conjecture of Wall, described in the intro-

duction of this paper, will now be considered. For this discussion, it

is convenient to introduce the following definition.

Definition 4.1. A number sequence g has property P only if

(i) 0<gp<l and (ii) if a is a complex number sequence such that

a(EV and \ap\ —Re ap^2(l—gp)gp+u then the continued fraction

f(a) converges.

Note 4.1. The number sequence 1/2, 1/2, 1/2, • • • has property

P; this statement, in fact, is precisely "The Parabola Theorem" of

Scott and Wall [3].

The following theorem gives a necessary condition for a number

sequence, each term of which is between 0 and 1, to have property P.
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Theorem B. Suppose that g is a number sequence such that 0 <gp < 1

and cP = (1 — gp)gp+x- In order for the sequence g to have property P, it is

necessary that each of the sequences {c2p+1/il — c2p+x)}PZx and

{c2p/(l — c2p) }p"i have property V.

Proof. If {/P}p=i is the sequence of approximants of the continued

fraction /(a), then the continued fraction

dx      d2d¡       did¡
(4.1) 1+—     -     --

1+1+1+...'

where

¿2p-l  =

and

d2p =

— a2p_i

1 + a2p_i +

a2p

1 + a2p-i + a2p

has the sequence of approximants /i, /,, fs, • ■ ■ . Suppose that

a2p-i= — c2p-x and a2p=l — c2p_i. Note first that — l<a2î,_i<0<a2p

<1; thus a G V. Also, |a„| — Re ap^2(l — gp)gp+1. It is easily verified

that¿2p¿2p+i = 4_1c2p+i/(l— c2p+x). If thesequence {c2p+x/il—c2p+l) L"i

does not have property V, then the sequence {4_1c2p+i/(l—c2p+i}p"i

does not have property V, the continued fraction (4.1) diverges, and

thus the continued fraction/(a) diverges. A similar discussion, using

the even part of fia), yields the necessity that the sequence

{c2p/(l -c2p) ]pZl have property V.

Example. Suppose that g2p-x = 1/1+22", g2p = 1-1/2+22p, a2p-x

= -(l-g2p-i)g2p. and ö2p=l-(l-g2p_i)g2p. Then 0<gp<l, aCV,

\aP\ —Re ap^2(1 — gP)gP+x, and the continued fraction (4.1) becomes

(4.2) 1+/(<*), where ap = 22"-1. Now if ¿i = l, and bp+x = l/bPap, then

Sp"i I^pI ^2; i.e., the sequence a does not have property V. Con-

sequently, the continued fractions (4.2) and/(a) diverge. In fact, for

this example, if {/p}p=o is the sequence of approximants of the con-

tinued fraction/(a), then the sequences j/ip+i} and {fip+sj converge,

but not to the same limit, and the sequences [fip} and \fiP+2} con-

verge, but not to the same limit. This example settles in the negative

the previously described conjecture of Wall. Incidentally, for this

example, it can be shown that limp,00/4p+i = limp<00/4p and limp„0O/4p+3

= hmp~xfiP+2.
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QUASI-BARRELLED LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES

MARK MAHOWALD AND GERALD GOULD

1. Introduction and preliminary definitions. The main object of

this paper is to answer some problems posed by Dieudonné in his

paper Denumerability conditions in locally convex vector spaces [l].

His two main results are as follows:

Proposition 1. If Eis a barrelled space on which there is a countable

fundamental system of convex compact subsets, [Definition 1.2] then it

is the strong dual of a Fréchet-Montel Space.

Proposition 2. If E is either bornological or barrelled, and if there

is a countable fundamental system of compact subsets, then E is dense

in the strong dual of a Fréchet-Montel Space.

Two questions raised by Dieudonné in connection with these results

are:

(a) If E is either bornological or barrelled then it is certainly quasi-

barrelled [l, Chapter 3, §2, Example 12]. Can one substitute this

weaker condition on E in Proposition 2?

(b) Is there is an example of a quasi-barrelled space which is

neither barrelled nor bornological?

We shall show that the answer to (a) is "Yes," and that the answer

to (b) is also "Yes," so that the generalization is in fact a real one.

A knowledge of the main results and notation of [l] is assumed.

References to results occurring in the exercises there will however be

given. These include in particular all the definitions and theorems
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